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We discuss 2D dilaton supergravity in the presence of boundaries. Generic ones lead
to results different from black hole horizon boundaries. In particular, the respective
numbers of physical degrees of freedom differ, thus generalizing the bosonic results of
hep-th/0512230.

1. Introduction

Frequently it is argued that the microstates responsible for the Bekenstein-Hawking

entropy should arise from some physical degrees of freedom located near or on the

black hole horizon (cf. e.g. Ref. 1 and references therein). Recently we have provided

evidence within the framework of 2D dilaton gravity that instead entropy may

emerge from the conversion of physical degrees of freedom, attached to a generic

boundary, into unobservable gauge degrees of freedom attached to the horizon.2,3 In

this joint proceedings contribution we generalize such considerations to 2D dilaton

supergravity (SUGRA).

We start with the first order 2D dilaton SUGRA actiona

S =

∫

M

XI dAI +
1

2
P IJAJ ∧AI . (1)

We use a notation that is a convenient mixture between the one employed in our pre-

vious paper on the subject2 (consistent with Ref. 5) and our papers on SUGRA.6–9

The graded 1-form fields AI comprise the (dual) spin-connection ω, the Zweibeine

e±± and the gravitino ψ±. The graded 0-form fields XI comprise the dilaton φ,

Lagrange-multipliers for torsion X±± and the dilatino χ±. They span a target-

space equipped with a Poisson tensor P IJ , viz., a (graded) Poisson manifold.10

The Poisson tensor is given by Eqs. (2.8), (2.16)-(2.19) in Ref. 9; we refrain from

presenting these formulas here. The action (1) is not consistent with the Gibbons-

Hawking-York prescription used in Ref. 2 but nevertheless a valid (and for various

aThe superspace action by Park and Strominger4 describes the same theory and has several ad-
vantages over (1). However, the solution of all constraints, the construction of classical solutions
and path integral quantization is much simpler starting with the first order action.

1
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purposes useful) starting point. It is advantageous to define the canonical variables

qI = A1I , pI = XI , q̄I = A0I , p̄I ≈ 0 . (2)

The indices 0, 1 refer to world-sheet coordinates x0, x1, where x0 plays the role of

time. Evidently, the canonical momenta p̄I are primary constraints. We keep all

conventions regarding spinor calculus as defined e.g. in the appendix of Ref. 7. To

keep a simple representation of the constraints we need a Poisson bracket with

{qI , p′J} = (−1)I·J+1{p′J , qI} = δJ
I δ(x − x′) , (3)

which can be achieved by the definition

{A,B′} =

∫

x′′

[

(

(−1)A·I+1 δA

δp′′I
δB′

δq′′I
+ (−1)I(A+1) δA

δq′′I

δB′

δp′′I

)

+ (q → q̄, p→ p̄)
]

(4)

The boundary ∂M is supposed to be a hypersurface of constant x1. As in2 it is

considered to be a lower one.

In Section 2 we present results of the constraint analysis and possible choices

for boundary conditions. In Section 3 we discuss the gauge fixing and construct the

reduced phase space. The interpretation of our results is analogous to the bosonic

one in Refs. 2,3, so we focus on issues peculiar to SUGRA.

2. Constraint analysis and boundary conditions

With standard methods we obtain the secondary constraints

GI [η] =

∫

dx1
(

∂1p
I + P IJqJ

)

η + pIη|∂M ≈ 0 . (5)

The constraint algebra including boundary terms reads

{GI [η], GJ [ξ]} = GK [ηξ]∂KP
IJ −

(

pK∂K − 1
)

P IJηξ|∂M . (6)

Notice that all brackets {p̄I , GJ} vanish with this choice of the boundary action

in contrast to Ref. 2. Moreover, the boundary term in (6) vanishes whenever the

Poisson tensor is homogeneous of degree one. This is always true for the generators

of local Lorentz transformations, i.e. for the brackets {Gφ[η], GI [ξ]}, and the basic

relation defining the supersymmetry algebra {G±[η], G±[ξ]} = −2
√

2G±±. Among

the purely bosonic models the boundary terms vanish completely for the Jackiw-

Teitelboim model,11 for the Witten black hole12 and for models with an (A)dS2

ground state, as noted in Ref. 13. This characteristic is retained upon supersym-

metrization because the full Poisson tensor is homogeneous of degree one if the

bosonic sector exhibits this property.

Variation of the action (1) yields the boundary conditions

pIδq̄I |∂M = 0 . (7)

As in Ref. 2 we implement them by means of constraints on the phase space with

support at the boundary only. The choices for the three bosonic components are
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similar to that work and will be recapitulated briefly below. Here we concentrate

on the fermionic variables, where two different choices of boundary constraints,

B±[η] = (q̄± −A±)η|∂M or B̂±[η] = p±η|∂M , (8)

exist. A mixture of the two for the different components of the spinors is conceivable.

To see how the different choices can affect the result one has to construct the

line element [cf. eqs. (100) and (101) in Ref. 7]. Not surprisingly, all fermionic

contributions to the line element vanish at the boundary if both components of

the dilatino are set to zero there. But even with one component of the dilatino set

to zero the bosonic result for the Killing norm emerges, as the (classical) space of

anti-commuting variables is too small to contribute to a bosonic quantity. If instead

of the dilatino both components of the gravitino are fixed at the boundary, p++p−−

need no longer be proportional to the Killing norm (this conclusion does not depend

on the value of the gravitino chosen at the boundary.) We do not go into further

details of this question here, but simply stick to the first two choices of boundary

conditions, i.e., we always fix at least one dilatino component at the boundary.

The bulk theory contains only first class constraints. However, due to possible

boundary contributions in (6) and as a consequence of the boundary constraints

enforcing (7), terms are generated in the evaluation of Poisson brackets with support

exclusively at the boundary. They convert some of the constraints into second class.

This feature was observed already in the bosonic case.2,3 We shall discuss now its

extension to SUGRA.

Generic Boundary For a generic boundary to solve the boundary problem (7)

among the bosonic variables the only possible choice is δq̄I = 0, which we implement

by means of the constraints

Bi[η] = (q̄i −Ai)η|∂M . (9)

The only constraint that remains first class for all possible choices in (8) is the

Lorentz constraint Gφ. Besides Gφ there can remain up to two components of p̄±

first class depending on the choice in (8). The remaining secondary constraints

become second class due to boundary contributions in (6) and possibly additional

contributions from brackets with B̂±. Moreover, because of

{BI [η], p̄
J [ξ]} = δJ

I ηξ|∂M (10)

the BI make the primary constraints second class.

Horizon As motivated in Ref. 2 a horizon is best described by

δq̄φ|∂M = δq̄++|∂M = p−−|∂M = 0 . (11)

Consistency with the equations of motion implies q̄++|∂M = 0 as well. Inspecting

the general solution of the SUGRA model (cf. section 6 of Ref. 7) it appears to be

self-evident to choose p+ = p− = 0 as boundary conditions of the fermionic sector.

However, it should be noticed that this is not enforced.
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Again all secondary constraints except the Lorentz constraint become second

class due to the boundary terms in (6) (some of the contributions vanish weakly

due to the B̂I constraints, but this is not sufficient to keep an additional constraint

first class.) Among the primary constraints p̄−− and p̄± remain first class while

all BI and B̂I become second class. For consistency it is then seen that a linear

combination of the second class constraints actually remains first class (the “Dirac

matrix” has determinant zero.)

In summary a difference between a generic boundary and a horizon is seen at

the level of the constraint algebra similar to the result of Ref. 2: if the boundary

is a horizon more first class constraints are present than in the case of a generic

horizon. Therefore, if the boundary is a horizon there are more gauge degrees of

freedom and fewer physical degrees of freedom.

As mentioned above the boundary terms in (6) vanish for a certain class of

models, in which case more first class constraints are encountered. Notice that some

of the GI still turn into second class constraints due to the Poisson brackets with

B̂I from (8) and/or (11).

3. Gauge fixing and reduced phase space

In order to exhibit explicitly the conversion of physical into gauge degrees of freedom

we now construct the reduced phase space in analogy to Ref. 2. In case of a generic

boundary the gaugeb q++ = −i and qI = 0 for all other I can be used, yielding the

straightforward result:

G++ : p++ = p̂++(x0) , Gφ : pφ = p̂φ(x0) + ix1p̂++ , (12)

G+ : p+ = p̂+(x0) , G− : p− = e−
Q
2

(

p̂−(x0) +
√

2
p̂+(x0)

p̂++(x0)
w

)

, (13)

G−− : p−− =
e−Q

p̂++(x0)

(

p̂−−(x0) −W − 1

2

p̂−(x0)p̂+(x0)

p̂++(x0)
w′

)

. (14)

Here Q, W and w are all functions of the dilaton pφ = φ, cf. Ref. 7 for their

definitions. At this point it matters which boundary conditions were chosen. Quite

generally each choice of a boundary constraint B̂I fixes one of the free functions in

(12)-(14), as the analytic continuation of the bulk solution to the boundary must be

equivalent to the boundary value. In the fermionic sector this means that boundary

degrees of freedom can be present only if we fix the gravitino at the boundary.

This conclusion is independent of the nature of the boundary (generic boundary vs.

horizon.)

To proceed it is important to define the boundary conditions in the fermionic

sector. If we choose p+|∂M = p−|∂M = 0 all fermionic integration constants in (12)-

(14) are removed. The derivation and the results within the bosonic sector are the

bNotice that according to our conventions the light-cone components of a vector are purely imag-
inary.7,9
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same as in the purely bosonic case, since in all relevant equations explicit fermionic

contributions are set to zero by means of the boundary conditions. Like in Ref. 2

the gauge fixing procedure changes if a generic boundary is replaced by a horizon.

Notice however, that the gauge used in Ref. 2 [cf. eq. (6.10) therein] is not suitable

here, as it would fix the boundary value of the dilaton which remains free in the

current approach. A possible choice is to replace qφ = 0 by p++ = i, which together

with the boundary constraint p−− removes two bosonic degrees of freedom.

There remains the possibility to fix one component of the gravitino and one of

the dilatino. This turns out to be an especially interesting case as one finds that

the boundary prescription for a horizon

δq̄φ|∂M = δq̄++|∂M = δq̄+|∂M = 0 p−−|∂M = p−|∂M = 0 (15)

together with the equations of motion implies not just q̄++|∂M = 0 but also

q̄+|∂M = 0. Then it can be checked that this leaves two symmetry parameters

(ǫ−− and ǫ− in the notation of Ref. 8) unrestricted at the boundary. The algebra

closes trivially among the unbroken symmetries as all commutators vanish identi-

cally. This implies the necessity of yet another gauge condition. A possible choice

is

q++ = −i , q−− = 0 , p++ = i , q+ = 0 , p+ = 0 . (16)

This eliminates two bosonic boundary degrees of freedom at the horizon, but only

one fermionic one because one can choose p− = 0 as boundary condition in the

generic case as well. Thus, the phenomenon of phase-space reduction through hori-

zon constraints readily generalizes from the purely bosonic case2,3 to SUGRA.

The existence of unbroken supersymmetries at the boundary is not necessarily

connected to the existence of BPS states. In the present case, however, it is easily

seen that the ground state of a horizon respecting half of the supersymmetries

actually is a BPS state. For solutions with vanishing fermions the only condition

for a BPS state is a vanishing body of the Casimir function (mass)8

M = 2w2 − p++p−−eQ = 0 . (17)

A BPS solution therefore requires w(φ)|∂M = 0. Due to the quadratic nature of

the first term in (17) it is obvious that the mass attains its minimum in the case

of a BPS state and in this sense the latter is the ground state. Once the gauge

(16) is chosen it is easy to see that all classical solutions have vanishing fermions.

Therefore, in this particular gauge all states with C = 0 actually are ground states.

It is worthwhile pointing out that the boundary conditions (15) are quite differ-

ent to the ones in Ref. 14. First we use a different boundary action than therein and

second we choose as boundary a horizon. Even with the alternative prescription à

la Gibbons-Hawking-York it is easy to show that a supersymmetric solution of the

variational principle for a horizon is (again) quite different from the one for a generic

boundary. In the latter case one has to choose a vanishing trace of the extrinsic cur-

vature, in the former this clearly is not an option as the extrinsic curvature is not

even well defined.
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Finally, we would like to comment on the duality presented recently,15 which

connects two different actions (1) leading to the same set of classical solutions for

the line element. It was established at the classical level, without supersymmetry

and in the absence of boundaries, only. It is of interest to check what happens when

boundaries and supersymmetry are included. As the boundary terms are insensitive

to the choice of the potentials an extension of the duality to the case with bound-

aries is straightforward. Besides redefining the potentials the duality exchanges the

constant of motion with a dimensionful coupling constant in the action. For bosonic

models allowing a SUGRA extension both of their signs are restricted. The duality

maps the positive coupling/positive mass sector of the original theory to the nega-

tive coupling/negative mass sector of the dual theory. Thus, the physical sector of

the original (dual) model is mapped to the unphysical sector of the dual (original)

model.
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